The Department of Geoscience provides opportunity for advanced study leading to the master of science and the doctor of philosophy degrees. Broad research interests and numerous fields of specialization among the members of the faculty provide research opportunities in all major fields of earth science including geochemistry, geophysics, hydrogeology, microbial geoscience, mineralogy, nano-geoscience, paleontology, petrology, quaternary geology, sedimentology, structural geology, and tectonics.

The graduate student is expected to acquire a broad foundation in geoscience and in the supporting sciences before specializing. Courses are selected by the student in consultation with a three-member guidance and evaluation committee. Individual research and scholarship is required in all graduate work. It is expected that the candidate for an advanced degree will make original contributions, develop new ideas, and complete a dissertation suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed journal, book, or report. Students may also obtain a joint master’s degree in geoscience and water resources management if approved by both programs and the Graduate School.

The department maintains a variety of cutting-edge laboratories in Lewis G. Weeks Hall for the Geological Sciences. Strong connections also exist between the geoscience and geological engineering programs. Library and research facilities are available for advanced work in all important branches of the science. Geological survey offices in the Madison area, both state and federal, provide opportunities for cooperation with Survey geologists and the use of Survey facilities.

The program prepares students for teaching and research in academic positions, research work in state and federal organizations, and research and development in industry. The department coordinates interviews with potential employers several times during the year and maintains information on career placement. Students are actively involved in teaching and research programs and other scholarly activities of the department.

**DEGREES/MAJORS, DOCTORAL MINORS, GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATES**

- Geoscience, Doctoral Minor (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/geoscience/geoscience-doctoral-minor)
- Geoscience, M.S. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/geoscience/geoscience-ms)
- Geoscience, Ph.D. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/geoscience/geoscience-phd)

**PEOPLE**

**Faculty:** Professors Bahr, Brown, Carroll, DeMets, Feigl, Goodwin, Johnson, Kelly, Roden, Singer, Thurber, Tikoff, Tobin, Valley, Wang; Associate Professors Meyers, Peters, Xu; Assistant Professors Cardiff, Marcott, Zoet